Quanta’s Electric Power Infrastructure Services in Canada are all encompassed within the Valard Group of Companies. We work with expert partners to seamlessly produce turnkey solutions for our clients. Through a single contract and point of contact, we can, collectively, put together a full service team to successfully deliver every aspect of a power project.

EXTENSIVE, COLLECTIVE CAPABILITIES

The Valard Group of Companies can provide over 35 utility related services:

- Battery Storage
- Cable Plowing
- Construction & Design
  - Civil
  - Distribution
  - Foundation
  - Renewables
  - Right-of-Way
  - Substation
  - Transmission
- Directional Drilling
- Emergency Response
- Energized Services
- Engineering
  - Civil
  - Distribution
  - Substation
  - Telecom
  - Transmission
- Environmental Services
- EPC Services
- Fabrication
- Geomatics
  - Construction Support Surveys
  - Engineering Surveys
  - Legal Surveys
  - GIS Mapping Solutions
- Hydrovac Excavation
- Locate Services
- Materials Supply for Transmission & Distribution
- Microgrids
- Permitting
- Pole Inspection
- Professional Services
- Customized Software
- Document Data Management
- Process, Training and Project Development
- Project Financing
- Substation Automation, Testing & Commissioning
- Stakeholder Relations
- Telecommunications
- Traffic Control
- Very Low Frequency Testing
- Welding
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HUNDREDS OF SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
COMPLETED COAST-TO-COAST
...OVER FOUR DECADES

thevalardgroup.com